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INTRODUCTION

In 1958 Stanley Joe Clark conducted an Investigation of the

performance of the 4M-21 tlll-planter for Kansas agriculture.

The pui?pose of his Investigation was to determine: (l) some of

the problems connected with its use In Kansas, (2) crop i^esponsa

from tlll-planted crops as compared to other planting methods,

and (3) power requirements of the tlll-planter for different soil

conditions.

The International Harvester Company designed and built the

4M-21 tlll-planter (Fig. 2) as an experimental mulch planter in

19^7. It was designed to prepare a seedbed, fertilize, and plant

in a single operation in previously unv^orked soil. It was de-

signed to plant any row crop that could be planted with a con-

ventional planter, providing the crop was fast growing and the

weeds could be controlled with chemicals or mulch cultivating

equipment

.

The tlll-planter originally consisted of tv^o front-mounted

tillage units with fertilizer attachments and a two-row rear-

mounted planter with fertilizer units. Each tillage unit con-

sisted of an upper 36-inch sweep, an 18-inch sweep mounted below

and behind the upper sweep, four rotary-hoe wheels, an optional

special packer-v/heel attachment, a rolling coulter, a fertilizer

unit, and trash rods. The large sweeps operate at two to three

inches deep to undercut the weeds and the smaller sweens loosen a

rootbed to a depth of seven to eight inches at which depth the

fertilizer is deposited. The rotary-hoe wheels were mounted behind
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the sweeps to produce an eight-Inch wide seedbed and to drive the

fertilizer units. The special packer wheels were mounted behind

the rotary-hoe unit to aid in preparing the seedbed when the soil

conditions roquirad it. The rolling coulters cut the trash ahead

of the sweep beams whereupon the trash rods mounted on each side

of the sweep beams pushed the residue out avmy from the seedbed

while allowing loose dirt to filter through.

The rear-mounted planter was a conventional stub-runner

planter. The fertilizer units on the planter were equipped with

split boots that placed the fertilizer shallow and close on both

sides of the seed rov;.

It Is evident that the tlll-planter was designed to reduce

field operations and to take advantage of mulch tillage benefits.

The tlll-planter is not considered to be an experimental

machine by the manufacturer, but it has not come into widespread

use in any locality. The manufacturer, seed companies, experi-

ment stations, several Midwestern colleges and universities, and

a few selected farmers have tested the IHC 4M-21 tlll-planter ac-

cording to literature from the manufacturer.

Detailed reports in regard to the above tests have not been

widely published. Those few reports that have been published

prior to Clark's work have largely been concerned with the agro-

nomic problems rather than the mechanical problems connected vdth

the tlll-planter.

To the best of the writer's knowledge, Clark initiated the

use of the tlll-planter in Kansas.
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PURPOSE FOR IKPROVIIJG THE DESIGN OF THE TILL-PLANTSR

Clark (1959) found that the power required for the tlll-

planter for most soils could be expected to be from 32 to 57

horsepower at 3.5 mph including the slippage loss. With the

slipppi^e loss excluded the range was 29 to 46 horsepov/er. The

range thst could be expected to be i»equired by the tillage units

alone at 3.5 niph was from 20 to 35 horsepower. This ranged from

50 to 63 percent of the axle horsepower for the three soils

tested.

Rear wheel slippage was high with a range from a low of 8

percent to a high of 24 percent for all of the individual tests.

The average slip for each soil was 11.00, 14.45, and 17.43 per-

cent for loam, silty clay, and clay soils respectively.

Other problems that Clark (1959) found were as follows: (l)

the rotary-ho© and packer wheels clogged frequently, (2) suffi-

cient depth of operation of the tillage units was unattainable

under some conditions, (3) depth control was difficult at times,

and (4) a weed problem resulted in most cases due to the uncut

strip between the upper sweeps.

In view of the above findings and because of the previous

lack of information concerning the problems connected with the

till-planter, the purpose of this work vrasj

1. To redesign the till-planter to permit rear mounting

thereby improving, its performance and shortening the

time required to aio\mt and dismount it from the tractor.
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2, To datexmlne the sffaot of th© new design on Its per-

forraanoos with respect to wheel slippage, field stop-

page, soil penetration, and depth control,

3. To deterrolne the total vertical and horizontal ooaipo-

nents of the soli forces vrhlch act on the tlll-planter

for different soils at varying speeds,

4, To deteralne the power requirements of the redesigned

tlll-planter In different soils.

5. To continue the project Clark started on row crop re^

•ponao from tlll-planted orope as ooopared to other

tillage and planting methods In Kensaa,

RmSVf OF LIT3RATU:^E

The Mlniaruin Tillage Concept

Interest In Bulnlnmn tillage came about as a result of agrono-

Itts studying several interrelated problems i (l) better seed

gernilnatlon, (2) less erosion, (3) better moisture absorption,

and (4) araallar weed populations, according to Fogarty (1959).

The blame appeared to lie in the lap of compaction as a result of

continuous movement of machinary across tha field. The five alma

of mlnirouni tillage aooordln? to Aldrich (1956) are largely in

agreement with the abov3. These are as follows:

1, To save labor by reducing the number of trips over the

field.
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2. To reduce soil compaction,

3- To Increase the v/ater Infiltration rate of the soil by

leaving the surface loose and open.

4. To reduce soil erosion by reducing water runoff and by

leaving the soil in small aggregates or granules v.hich

are less easily carried off the field by water or wind.

5. To reduce weeds by leaving the soil surface too loose

for annuals to germinate and by causing the broken root-

sticks of oerennials to lose contact v;ith the soil and

thus dry out and die.

Page, et al., of Ohio (19^6) believe that a minimum amount

of mechanical working of the soil is the most desirable. The

tillage operation should loosen the soil so that the natural ag-

gregates are separated without being destroyed and tillage beyond

this point may be harmful. They also suggest that excess em-

phasis is being placed on seedbed preparation rather than root-

bed preparation since seedbed requirements are not critical for

the large seeded crops.

The problem of soil compaction is nationwide and its serious-

ness varies, according to research conducted by Nichols (1957) at

the National Tillage Machinery Laboratory at Auburn, Alabama.

Fanners are using more heavy equipment v;hich is causing a greater

compaction problem due to their greater weight and due to excess

cultivations resulting from the ease and rapidity v/ith which they

can go over the land. It is also known that a slipping tire also

causes greater compaction and sealing of the soil. Soil compaction

reduces air and water infiltration which in turn affects crop
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yields. If the weight of equipment Is not decreased, then Its

harmful soil compacting effect can be lessened by being more care-

ful to perform the operations v^hen the moisture content Is low.

Soil compaction due to slippage can be decreased by lmpi»oved

mounting methods and weight transfer. Practice of the minimum

tillage concept would decrease the compaction problem due to the

reduced number of operations necessary to produce a crop.

Oook, et al,, (1958) are advocates of minimum tillage and

define It ss the least amount of tillage needed for quick germi-

nation and a good stand. In Michigan this can be done with a

moldboard plow alone, or Kith a moldboard plow vrlth a llpht

smoothing Implement attached. Moldboard plowing greatly Increases

total pore space and quickly buries crop residues and trash making

It possible to do an accurate Job of planting right after plowing.

Water penetrates these loose soils readily, reducing runoff

and erosion. At a workshop on slope practices held In 1956 at

Purdue University, representatives of the Soil Conservation Service,

the Agricultural Research Service, the Extension Service, and

State Experiment Stations agreed that piovj-pianting (the least

amount of cultivation and packing) reduces soli loss by 40 percent.

This was explained at the conference as being due to the fact

that such tillage "leaves soil In condition to absorb rainfall".

Mulch Farming of Row Crops

Mulch farming resulted from the dust stoniis of the early

thirties and It Is now practiced quite extensively In the
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semi-arid regions where wheat Is the principal crop,

Duley (1939) observed in his studies that the rapid re-

duction in the rate of intake of water by bare soils as rain

falls on the surface, is accompanied by the formation of a thin

compact layer at the surface of the soil in spite of wide varia-

tions in texture and profile characteristics. The vrater seems to

pass very slowly through this layer. He indicated that this layer

is apparently the result of a severe structural disturbance due

in part to an assorting action as v;ater flows over the surface and

the fine particles are fitted around the larger ones to form a

relatively non-pervious seal, Lowdermllk (1953) attributed this

slow rate of intake by the bare land to a plugging of the pores

by the fine material settling into them from the muddy runoff

water. Duley (1939) concluded from his studies that the thin

compact layer which forms on the surface of bare soils during

rains has had a greater effect on intake of v/ater than has the

soil type, slope, moisture content, or profile characteristics.

He also concluded that the way to keep the immediate soil surface

in condition to absorb water rapidly in practice is by maintaining

a cover of crop residue on the soil surface,

Peterson and Engelbert (I960) found that the effect of mulch

planting on reducinr; erosion and water loss during the summer

grov/ing season in Wisconsin was spectacular. In one storm, a two-

inch downpour two days after planting resulted in a loss of 1.75

inches of water from the conventional planting as well as 10,3

tons of soil per acre. However, where the corn had been mulch

planted, no appreciable soil or water was lost. They used the
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International M-21 Tlll-Planter for their work.

Prom soil splash measurements taken In two years at Cosh-

octon, Ohio, Harrold (19^9) reported an average of 12,7 tons of

soil splash per acre on plovied plots and 7.5 tons per acre on

mulched plots. Soil splash has been considered to he a measure

of the effacts of rain drop energy on erosion.

Measurements at this same station for the period of May to

September of 1944 gave 2,74 inches of runoff and 25 tons per acre

soil loss on plowed watersheds ss compered to 0.82 inches of run-

off and 0,27 tons of soil loss per acre on mulched watersheds,

Lo\ifdermilk (1953) states:

l,eavinc crop litter, vfhich is sometimes called
stubble mulch or crop residue at the ground surface
in farming operctions is one of the most slg-nificant
contributior^s to American agriculture. Certain adap-
tations of the method need to be made to meet the
problems of different farming regions, but the new
principle is the contribution of importance.

Effects of Tillage Methods on Com

Mulch farming has not gained wide acceptance in the more

humid areas possibly because crop yields are frequently higher

with conventional plowing. This does not, hov/ever, eliminate

minimum tillage practices entirely since some methods such as

plow-planting employ the use of the conventional plow.

Several investigators, Honsen, et al., (1959) have worked

with this method and believe that it has merit. In support of

this they statex
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In humid regions tho raoldboard plow may be the
only tillage tool naeded to loosen the soil, break
the sod, control vreods, dispose of trash and crop
residue. Frequently, however, it may be necessary to
pull a light-draft tillage tool behind the plow to
prepare a satisfactory seedbed,

Hansen, et al,, (1959) describe work started in 1957 at

Michigan State University v^hich resulted in building a one-row

corn planting unit consisting of commercially available component

parts. This unit consisted primarily of an initial press x^heel,

disk furrow openers, runner-type seed furrow opener, seed press

wheel, and a rear press wheel. It was mounted on the front, right-

hand cultivator frame of a tractor having wide spaced front wheels

for better control. Fertilizer hoppers v/ere mounted on both sides

of the tractor engine and driven by the rear tractor wheels. Seed

and starter fertilizer v;ere placed in the crown of the center

furrow which had been turned by the rear-mounted 3-bottom plow in

the previous pass. If additional fertilizer was desired it could

be dropped on the unplowed ground by the left hopper and turned

under v/ith the center plov; bottom.

The plow plant unit was used in an exploratory nature in

1957 on 11 farms in 6 counties. Plots at each location extended

across the entire length of the fields where farmers were either

getting ready to or had begun planting corn. The yields obtained

from these trials varied from 30.7 to 128.6 bushels of shelled

com per acre where the experimental unit v/as used and from 25.6

to 108.0 bushels per acre where the cooperator planted the corn.

Average yields for the plow-plant plots were 10.9 bushels per acre

higher than cooperator planted areas. A statistical analysis of
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these plots, usine the fields as rer)licatlons, sho^^^ed that this

difference was significant at the 1 percent level. Hansen, et al.,

(1959) believe this fact Is of particular Importance since several

of the fanners were using the mlnlnrum tillage principle. They

also made two other observations. A marked reduction in weed

population was noted where the plow-plant unit was used and soil

erosion was effectively controlled. Severe erosion occurred at

two locations vrhere the corn rows ran up and down the hills In the

farmer-planted areas.

Browning and Norton (19^5) have carried on extensive in-

vestigations on tillage practices as they affect com production

in Iowa. They found that plowing gave the hl(:r;he8t yields of any

of the methods of tillage. Their experiences also showed that the

plow -was the most satisfactory for seedbed preparation for corn

on slov/ly-drained soils. Nitrogen and potash deficiencies were

evident when the seedbed was prepared by subsurface-tillage

methods

.

The cause for the nutrient deficiencies is thought to bo

caused by micro-biological activity. Tillage studi as were made

in Iowa in 1952 and 1953 by Schaller and Evans (1954) for the

purpose of determining the effects of crop residue placement on

micro-biological activity and nutrient availability.

The 1952 tests on a Webster sllty-cley loam soil showed that

com yields were higher where corn stalks were removed or plowed

under. Yields were reduced by 21 percent on unfertilized plots

and 28 percent on fertilized plots where the crop residues were

left on the surface. Nitrogen deficiencies './ere more pronounced
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on mulch- tllle'l ^lots r.t silking time, "eeds wore more of a

problem on tho niiilch-tilled plots, Ivfulch-tilling as mentioned

here refers to conventional planting in a seedbed prepared by-

subsurface tillage. The seedbed was prepared in two operations

using 24-inoh sweeps, firot at a depth of three inches and later

at seven inches.

In 1953 similar tests on a Nicollet sllt-loain soil at Ankeny,

Iowa, were conducted. The soil was lighter in texture than tho

Webster soil of the 1952 tests. All corn yields were high and

there were no significant differences resulting from different

tillage methods. No significant differences in nitrogen, phos-

phorus, and potash content v/ero found in an analysis of young

plants and of leaves collected at silking time as a result of

tillage.

Increased yields have been reported in drier regions from

mulch-tilled corn where subsurface tillage was used in preparation

of the seedbed. Duley and Russell (1941) found that mulch-tilled

corn yielded better than corn planted in a seedbed that haxi been

plowed, *
'

Baugh, et al., (1950) conducted tests in 1948 and 1949 on

different treatments which included turning all of the crop resi-

due under, mixing it with the top three inches, mixing it vrith the

top six inches, and leaving all the residue on the surface. The

various implements used included a special plow and disk, a cover-

crop disk, an ordinary plow, a disk harrow, different sweep assem-

blies, and a lister bottom with sprine:-tooth cultivator for strips

only. They concluded that the following problems need further
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attention for satisfactory mulching of corn In Indiana;

1. Developing or adapting Implements that prepare a deep

seedbed but leave aufflclent residue to give adequate

erosion protection throughout the growing season.

2. Developing or adapting Implements that will plant In or

through residues and still maintain the residues over

the entire area.

3. Development of mulch-tillage fertilization practices

that will overcome the temporary deficiencies of plant

nutrients which tend to reduce corn yields v^lth mulch

culture.

Hlnes, et al., (194?) have done considerable research on

mulch-tillage In Virginia. They used the double-cut plow v/hlch

covered about half of the residue. As a result of their ex-

perience they felt that there was a need for a nev mulch-tlllaga

machine which would separate the dense vegetation from the soil,

till and compact a four to elprht-lnch seedbed, end mix In an

optimum amount of residue with the soil.

Browning (1950) adds:

A machine Is needed that will prepare a seedbed so
that the nutrient deficiencies will be minimized, crop
production maintained, and still provide the protective
action of the residues on the soil surface. If vre had
this machine, then we would still have to sell the farmer
on changing from his present machine to this new type of
machine. Until we have the machine and can show that
crop yields are not reduced, farmers generally will not
accept the practice of leaving crop residues on the
surface.
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Reports on the Till-Plantar

Experimental trials were established "by Peterson and ^ngel-

bert (i960) to oompare tho nrnleh planting method with the con-

ventional seedbed preparation on three major Wisconsin soil types

for 1952 to 1955 Incluelvo. The conventional Q9 3dbed preparation,

consisting of spring plowlnr, two dloklngs, and one or txvo har-

xHJwlngs prior to planting was compared with the once-over operation

of the mulch planter. The muloh planter used for these tests was

the IHC 4K-21 tlll-planter.

The fertilizer applications for both methods Included 800

pounds of 10-10-10 per acre deep placed, 3OO pounds of starter

fertilizer placed near the row at planting time, and sldo-dresssd

with 250 to 300 pounds of ajnmonlum nitrate per acre at the time of

last cultivation.

They fouwl that for the better corn growing areas of the

state approximately equal yields were obtained with either the

conventional or the muloh planting method when the plant popu-

lations were about the seme.

They also found that rodent and pheasant daaage was nuch

more serious with muloh planting than with conventional methods.

In some Instances the com had to bo partially replanted two or

three times by hand In order to obtain a satisfactory stand with

mulch planting.

In addition, the power requirements for pulling the mulch

planter varied greatly depending on the vegetative cover of the

field, the moisture content of the soil, and partleulsrly the
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depth of penetration of the bottom sweep. If there had been ap-

preciable erosion so that the bottom sweep penetrated the sub-

soil (B horizon) the power requiramants increased substantially.

It was necessary to add additional v/hael v;eights and fluid in

the tractor tires to provide sufficient traction. If planting is

in old sod it appears desirable to put tira chains on the tractor,

and disk twice before planting in order to give the sweeps a

better chance to penetrate the soil. It was unnecessary to disk

grain stubble or corn stalks unless the material was so long that

It clogged the mulch plantar. Mulch planting would not be suit-

able for stony land since the bottom sweeps would be damaged.

The till-planter has been used by members of the Agricul-

tural Engineering Department at the University of Nebraska for

minimum tillage studies in 1958 and 1959. In 1958, minimum til-

lage for corn production was tried at six locations under dry

land and irrigated conditions according to Wittmuss (1959). The

yields and weed control were as good as those found under con-

ventional practices. Under dry land conditions the best results

were obtained with only a cultivating and harvesting operation

following till-planting. Under irrigation a ridging operation

was added,

Wittmuss (1959) also stoted: "Better germination percentage

and improved seedling vigor has bean an encouraging observation

of corn planted with the till-planter when compared to com
planted conventionally."

In another study in Wisconsin, Holmes (1955) found that when

the sweeps were dropped off of the till-planter unit and the same
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planter was used for both conventional and nrulch planting, the

plant population averaged 4,000 more per acre on the tlll-planted

plots. This was sl^rnlfleant at the 5 percent level. The better

stand on the tlll-pl&nted com Is believed to be due to less

structure damage and hence better aeration and possibly less sur-

face crusting.

The tlll-planter was tested from 1950 to 195? inclusive on

a farm near Lafayette, Indiana, by Dr. Scarseth, Director of the

American Farm Research Association, According to Scarseth (1956)

(1958) the soil on the farm was a heavy sllty-clay loam, low in

organic matter with a very compact clay subsoil. The average

harvested yield for the final year was 140 bushels per acre with

a seven year average of about 90 bushels per acre. He started

with a farm on which the soil was run down to see if it were pos-

sible to build up poor soil with corn. His fertilizer bill ranged

from 46 dollars per acre tha first year to 33 dollars per acre in

1957. No comparison with other tillage and planting methods was

reported.

Aldrlch (1956) conducted experiments in New York in which he

compared the tlll-planter method of corn planting vjlth several

other minimum-tillage methods. He found that yields v/ere reduced

where a strip of sod was left between the rows, the greatest re-

duction being in dry years. To make urj for the nutrients not re-

leased from the unpicked strips, extra fertilizer had to be ap-

plied. Several disadvantages were noted, these being: (l) only

two-row operation, (2) the entire operation delayed until planting,

(3) plant growth competes with sod strip, (4) extra fertilizer
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noaded following sod, and (5) a special machine is needed which

takes considerable power.

At Raleigh, North Carolina, tests have been performed by-

Brim and Johnson (1955) on a double- cropping system Involving soy-

beans and wheat. The till-planter was used to plant the soybeans

in the wheat stubble as soon as possible after the v/heat harvest.

Some difficulty was experienced where straw accumulation was

heavy. However, where a straw shredder was used or where the straw

windrows v/ere baled, stoppage was held to a minimum.

In 1953 and 195^ a comparison was made betv/een tlll-planting

and conventional planting on soybeans. In 195^ there was no ap-

preciable rainfall after planting for two v/eeks. Although the

average yields were the same, the till-planted soybeans came up

good while those that ware conventional-planted required irrigation

to obtain a good stand.

They stated that the till-planter required more power than

was available on the average North Carolina farm, and that its

XkB9 would also require an additional investment.

Determination of Power Requirements for Tillage Implements

There exists today two major conflicting views on the subject

of r}Over requirement measurements of tillage implements. One is

that of performing the measursments under natural field conditions

and the other is that of performing the measurements in controlled

soil conditions.
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According to Rsndolph and Read (193S) tha soil In any study

must be treated as a dynamic material if the tests are to he used

for correlation studies. They said this v:a8 true because the re-

sistance of soil to the action of a tillage tool Is constantly

changing as a result of the effects cf haa1|, light, water, bac-

terial end chemical action, and plant life.' The resistance that

soli offers to a tool Is also dependent upon tha depth and char-

acter of tha previous tillage. Therefore the tillage record of

the test area must be taken into account,

Tellschl, et al., (1956) stated that the main variables af-

fecting draft are resistance to compaction, shear, friction, com-

pression, cohesion, adhesion, and speed. These variables were

functions of composition and percentage of colloidal content,

moisture parcentage, bulk dansity, and the speed of the implement.

They made the following report from tests conducted under con-

trolled soil conditions

t

1. As the moisture and clay percentages Increase, draft in-

creases with ground speed quite rapidly; at low moisture

percentage speed does not affect the draft appreciably.

2. Clay percentage does not affect draft at lovr moisture

percentages; its effect increases with an increase in

moisture percentage.

3. The effect of moisture percentage was noticeable only

when the clay percentage was quite high. Draft increased

to the lower plastic limit and than decreased as the

upper plastic limit was attained.

The overall results indicated that clay content was the main
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contributing factor affecting draft, end thst sand snd silt con-

tribute only weight and some surface friction.

To obtain reliable, consistent, and understandable results

with different iffiplements and soils, Nichols end Reaves (1955)

stated that it is necessary to supplement and precede cll tillage

studies or tests of impleraents with physical measurements and

studies of the soil material.

The correction of draft data with reference to bulk density,

moisture content, and clay content does not completely eliminate

variations according to Randolph and Reed (1938).

Clyde (1936) stated that in tillage tests conducted by the

Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, soil conditions have

not been controlled. The tests were made under conditions varying

from easy to difficult in order that a range of forces which a

tool is going to encounter under normal conditions might be known,

Clyde did not consider a five percent error to be of much conse-

quence in measuring and locating a force when soil conditions are

not controlled and when judgment v;ould be required in applying the

data to implement design. Soil conditions were taken, however, to

correlate results v^ith those of the U3DA Tillage Machinery

Laboratory.

The soil reaction as wall as any rotational forces can be

determined if a tool is supported by a frame that is entirely

supported by force measuring devices. The Pennsylvania Agri-

cultural Experiment Station and the USDA Tillage Machinery Labora-

tory at Auburn, Alabama, have used such devices for several years.

In both devices the tool being tested is attached to a triangular
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Bubframe which Is attached to the main frania by six hydraulic dy-

namometers. Each dynamometer Is connected to a pen on a strip-

chart recoi?der which also records time and distance. Three cells

support the subframe, two oush it forv.'ord, and one holds It

sideways.

The Pennsylvania test unit is knovm as the tlllspemeter and

can be moved from one field to another according to Clyde (1936),

Lateral control is obtained by metal wheels which run on movable

steel-channel tracks. The der)th Is controlled by two rubber-tired

wheels that run on undisturbed soil.

The USDA Tillage Machinery Laboratory testing unit operated

on rails which were located on the walla between soil bins. Nine

soil bins each 20 feet wide, 250 feet lonfr, and six feet deep pro-

vided places for testlmr in 11 selected soils. Squipment was

available for preparing the soil, SDrlnkllng it, and protecting

it from the weather. This allovred testing under carefully con-

trolled conditions. Such an arrangement was particularly suitable

for repetitive tests involving the comiDarlson of different designs

or tool adjustments, according to Reed (1945).

Use of Strain Gages for Povrer Requirement Determination

The Strain Gacre Principle . In 1856 Professor William Thomson

(Lord Kelvin) reoorted in England that the electrical resistance

of certain wires varied with the tension to which the wires were

subjected. This resistance variation la due to the changes in the

length and diameter of the wire resulting from changes in its

tension (Perry, 1955).
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Hooke'a Law states that a constant ratio exists between

stress end strain In various metals. This ratio Is usually ex-

pressed as a constant and Is called the modulus of elasticity.

The stress can be calculated from the above relationship if the

strain on a member is measured,

SR-4 Is the trade name of a wide variety of electrical re-

sistance type strain gages. The present form of these gages was

made possible by a rigid control of manufacturing processes. It

was found that these gages could be made with a uniformity of re-

sistance and gage factor such that individual calibration was not

necessary. Gage factor is a dlmensionless relationship bet'.-reen

the change in gage resistance and gage length. It is an Indication

of the sensitivity of the gage. The greater the gage factor the

more sensitive the gage is to strain and thus the electrical out-

put to the recording instrument is correspondingly larger.

SR-4 gages are primarily classified by the filament material

and by mounting materials. The two predominant filament materials

are advance wire and Iso-elastic wire. Both have good linear re-

lationships between the unit changes In resistance and in strain.

The iso-elastic wire is, however, 50 to 100 times more sensitive

to temperature than advance wire according to Schoenleber (1955).

This disadvantage of iso-elastic wire is compensated for in many

applications since it has about twice the gage factor of advance

wire (Murray, 1958).

Tv/o general types of mounting materials are used on filament

carriers. These are paper impregnated with nltro-cellulose cement

and paper impregnated with Bakelite cement.
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The most popular type of gage has been the bonded v^ire

strain gage which can be made very small and llpht. Its grid,

consisting of a pattern of very fine wire cemented between two

pieces of tliln paper, may be one of several designs for different

applications. The paper serves as a carrier of the grid and also

Insulates the grid from the metal surface to which it is bonded.

When it is desired to measure the strain in a machine compo-

nent the gage is bonded to it by using an appropriate cementing

material and it is then connected to an electrical instrument

which will indicate small changes in resistance. The change in

resistance will give the change in strain at the gage location in

the direction of the grid axis due to the previously mentioned

linear relationship.

Basic Instrumentation . Since the magnitude of the resistance

change for the gage that is strained is only a few thousandths of

an ohm it Is not possible to measure this with a standard ohmmeter.

It is therefore necessary to use a Wheatstone bridge type circuit

to measure this change with sufficient accuracy. The bridge cir-

cuitry Includes four resistors connected in a definite pattern, a

current source, and a sensitive galvanometer. The basic circuit

is shown In Pig. 1.

It can be shown that the following relationship is always

true for the balanced condltionj RjR-^ - R2R4. This relationship

is a convenient method for determining the arrangement by which

strain gages should be connected to give the desired results. For

example, if and are both Increased by the same amount, the

bridge will stay in balance. If R- is increased and R_ is
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Fig. 1. The basic VTheatstone bridge circuit.
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decreased by equal amounts the bridge will remain balanced. How-

ever, the bridge will become unbalanced if and are increased

by equal amounts.

Therefore it is evident that if two active gages in a Wheat-

stone bridge are both in equal strain of the same sense, they must

be placed opposite in the bridge to measure total strain. However,

If the strains of the two gages are equal in magnitude but of op-

posite sense, the bridge will remain in balance. This is a con-

venient method of cancelling out the strains due to bending

stresses.

The above principles also provide a convenient method for

deciding where dummy temperature compensating gages should be

placed in the bridge. The gage that is compensating for the

changes in another gage due to temperature must always be adjacent

to it in the bridge. It must also naturally be located as close

as possible physically to the measuring gage, so that they will

be at the same temperature.

Power Requirement Determinations . It is often necessary to

determine the power that is transmitted through a rotating shaft.

The use of strain gages facilitates this without losing any of the

transmitted power and without disturbinp; the power train.

Theoretical analysis has shovm that principal strains occur

on 45 and 135 helixes on the shaft. Therefore strain gages

placed along one of these helixes v.'lll be subjected to either

tension or compression. This measured strain is in effect a mea-

surement of the torque since the principal strain is proportional

to the applied torque up to the elastic limit.
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Most shafts are subjected to bending at the time they are

transmitting torque. If the gage Is to measure only the torsional

strain this added strain on the gage due to the bending stress

must be cancelled out. This is accomplished by using four active

gages on the shaft to form a Wheatstone bridge. Two of the gages

are placed diametrically opposite on a 45-degree helix, while the

other two are placed on a 135-degr9e helix in the same manner. The

two gages located on the same helix are connected as opposite legs

in the bridge. This placement causes the gages in opposite legs

of the bridge to sense the same magnitude of strain due to bending,

but it Is of opposite sense. Therefore the bridge is not unbal-

anced from the effects of bending.

Temperature compensation is not a problem, because all four

gages are active and are closely located on the same member.

Some sort of collector is required to form a continuous cir-

cuit from the rotating bridge to the recording instruments. The

Blip ring end brush collector is satisfactory for some instal-

lations, however, its lov;er limit for accurate results is around

6000 pal in torsion according to Burrough (1953).

A mercury bath collector was designed and used by Burrough

(1953) in measuring the pov;er and toz»que distribution In farm ma-

chinery drive shafts. This collector gave the desired charac-

teristics of stable contact resistance and equal resistajice under

static and dynamic loads. Laboratory tests showed that the i»e-

slstance of the collector varied from ,00585 ohms under static

conditions to ,00565 ohms at 2500 rpm. The lov^er limit for this

collector was approximately 350 psi in torsion.
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Janson (1954) described a method for obtaining sufficient

Information to determine engine horsepower developed snd the pov/er

requirements of Implements simultaneously. A strain dynamometer

was used to obtain the Implement draft requirements. The dynamo-

meter was simply a steel ring fastened to the front end of the

drawbar v/lth four gages ploced on It so that tv;o would be In ten-

sion and two In comoresalon xfhen pull was applied to the drawbar.

Sach of the two gages In tension was placed In opposite branches

of the liheatstone bridge circuit with the two compression gages

placed In the same manner to complete the bridge. This arrangement

provided self-compensation for temperature and for bending In the

vertical and horizontal planes.

The dynamometer was calibrated In a tensile-testing machine

for drawbar pull versus meter deflection.

The engine horsepower output was obtained by placing a strain

gage bridge circuit on a reduced section of the transmission drive

shaft and using a slip ring collector to complete the electrical

circuit to the rotating bridge. The meters from the dravrbar dyna-

mometer and the drive shaft bridge circuits were mounted together

with an engine tachometer, drive-wheel and front-wheel revolution

counters, and a stop watch. Simultaneous recording of all the

information was accomplished by photographing the panel with a 35

ram automatic camera,

Jenson (195^) also described a method for measuring the draft

of integral tools mounted with three-point linkages by using a

transducer element at each hitch point.
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TILL-PUINTSR DSSIGN CHAKGSS

Changes In the tlll-planter design raaultad from findings by-

Clark (1959) and othar invastlgstora and from convictions of the

writer.

The primary disadvantage of the 4M-21 till-planter was the

time required to mount it on a tractor and dismount it from a

tractor as is evident in Fig. 2, although this point was not

listed In any of the literature cited. This disadvantage is

closely related to the complexity, total weight, and location of

the machine.

Many Investigators indicated that the high power requirement

was of major importance. This Is a very evident problem and at

present one university is doing work with the tlll-planter con-

cerning it, but their aoproach is to out the widths of the upper

and lower sweeps to about one- third of the original. The author

does not feel that this Is the solution because by doing so there

Is no means of controlling the initial grov-rth of vreeds. It seems

the answer to the power problem would lie in basic design changes

of the sweeps themselves. This should involve a complete investi-

gation by Itself, therefore, it was not included in this v/ork. It

was felt, however, that small Improvements might be obtained in

this regard and perhaps more pronounced benefits with regard to

the traction problem by proper changes in the overall design of

the tlll-planter.

Another problem Clark and other investigators experienced was

adequate penetration and depth control. These and the other
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problems discussed above v/ere given careful thought In an attempt

to find a satisfactory solution.

Rear mounting seemed to be the answer, but this presented

new problems which included tractor stability, length, and a

method of attaching and raising the planting units.

Since the stability and length are interrelated problems

they were studied simultaneously. Computations showed that a

compact planting unit was necessary for stability. Several com-

mercially available units were investigated but cost was prohibi-

tive 80 further consideration was given to the available unit.

Since the rotary-hoe and packer wheels created problems under

some conditions (Clark, 1959) they were eliminated, which in turn

permitted the necessary shortening. To compensate for the ex-

pected inferior seedbed resulting, the standard stub runners and

boots were replaced with special ordered, reg\ilar runner- type

furrow openers and boot assemblies with seed firming v/heels which

reportedly Improves germination. The split-boot distributor for

the startet fertilizer was sacrificed for the seed firming wheel.

This necessitated a new location for fertilizer application. By

rotating the fertilizer can supporting castings 180 degrees and

then moving the chain drive sprocket and bevel gear back to their

original positions rear delivery was accomplished. Cutting holes

through the depth control brackets large enough to accommodate the

fertilizer drop tubes permitted the placing of starter fertilizer

immediately behind the seed firming wheels or between the seed

covering disks.

Computation indicated that the planting units could not be
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lifted and carried by the tillage unit beams so cables were In-

vestigated, Several graphical analyses were made to determine the

most convenient location and height of the cable supports, point

to attach to planting unit, and location and means of attachment

with respect to the tractor axle housing,

A suitable principal connecting linkage was determined by

using the above method prior to and Jointly with the above problem.

To be suitable, this linkage had to Include the following:

1, Be removable from the IHC fast-hitch drawbar since cost

prohibited buying an extra one,

2, Be capable of supporting a specially designed tool-bar

which would 8ur)port the two tillage units and the three

center cutting sweeps.

3, Be composed of vertical and horizontal sections of low

cross sectional areas for strain gage Installations having

relative high output for low working stresses.

4, Be small enough to permit calibration of the strain gages

in the tensile testing machines available,

5, Be high In bending resistance to adequately support the

entire Implement In the raised position.

6, Be able to vary the inclination angle of the sweeps.

The problems of attaining adequate penetration and horizontal

operation of the upper sweep blades seemed to be lessened or elimi-

nated by the proposed design.

After determining the approximate loads end including esti-

mates for dynamic conditions for the various components of the
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connecting links and pin connectors, their sizes v:ere determined.

Two 3/16 inch steel plates the width of the drawbar section ware

welded on both sides of its vertical sections to permit drilling

the two holes required to mount the connecting brackets (No. 6,

Plate I) v^ithout excessive weakening of the drawbar. The above

mentioned parts end the cable supports and end fasteners were then

constructed.

It can be seen in Plate I that x^hen the lift arms are

lowered by the hydraulic system point No. 9, (Plate I) is forced

to fold downward thereby leading, the tillage units into the ground

points first as shown in Fig. 3. The sweeps then level off vhen

the working depth is reached as shovm in Plate I. Figure 8 shows

the till-planter at operating depth in the field.

Plate II shows an exploded view of the left side of the right

supporting linkage.

The planting units were attached to the primary tillage units

at a point directly below the front fertilizer boxes by specially

constructed brackets as shown in Plate III. These brackets con-

tained horizontal slots to permit the planting units to follow the

furrows on contour work.

Standard cultivator shanks with 10 inch sweeps and fasteners

were purchased for cutting the five inch strip left uncut betvreen

the rows by the large sweeps. These were mounted as shown

Plates III and IV.

The axle housing cable brackets as described and shown in

Plate I are also shovm clearly by PJate IV.
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Fig. 3. The increased penetration angle of the sweeps
upon initially entering the soil. Also shown
is the connecting point between the planting
unit and the tillage unit beams.
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The front fertilizer boxea v/ere driven from the planter

shafts v;hlch in turn were driven from the rear press wheels. A

chain tightener which had a wide range had to be installed for

the drive chain on each side since the distances between the

shafts varied greatly. This was due to the vertical distance

between the fertilizer shaft end the mounting bracket on which

the planter hinged and also to the horizontal slots in the

mounting brackets described above,

TILL-PLANTH^i POWER R15QUIRSKENT MSASUR'-l^T^NTS

Reasons for Conducting Power Requirement Tests

The review of literature and the writer's own experience

with planting the test plots with the till-planter indicated that

it had a high power requirement. Clark's work was the only ono

which included information concerning the power requirements.

Tests were conducted to find the following?

1. The total rear axle power required by the redesigned

till-planter in different soils at various speeds.

2. The portion of the total axle povrer that was consumed

by the tillage vmlts in different soils at various

speeds,

3. The effect, if any, of velocity on the vertical compo-

nent of the soil force on the tillage units.

4. The slip of the drive wheels and the power lost due to

slip in different soils at various speeds.
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Method for Measuring; the Horsepower
Requirement of the Tlll-Planter

The tool-bar supporting links v/ere constructed so the per-

pendicular components would be perpendicular and parallel v;lth

respect to the ground surface while at operating depth. Therefore

the total draft required by both units including that required by

the rolling coulters and planting units corresponded to the net

forces being transmitted by the horizontal portions of the con-

necting links.

These sections of the connecting links are subjected to com-

bined bending and compressive stresses under operating conditions.

The same is true for the vertical sections of the connecting links

\mder operating conditions

.

Four C-1 strain gages were attached to these two sections of

each I beam. They v/ere placed on the neutral axes of the I beam,

on the top, bottom, and each aide of the beam. The center line

of all four gages were in a plane perpendicular to the beam. Fig.

4 shows how these gages v/ere wired to form a single SOO-ohm re-

sistor for one leg of the Wheatstone bridge circuit. The strains

due to bending in the vertical plane cancel out since the top and

bottom gages were wired in series. The strains resulting from

bending in the horizontal plane cancel out for the same reason.

Therefore, only strains resulting from compression are measured.

Since the signal from the horizontal or vertical sets of

gages from each beam formed the active arms of the bridge, only

two dummy gages were needed. These gages also were 500-ohm C-1
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gages and were mounted on a separate piece of steel (No. 1, Plate

V). This piece was secured to the beajn by the bolt which holds

the mechanical shields in place as shovm in Plate V. The contact

area "between the piece of steel and tha beam was polished to im-

prove the heat transfer between them. This in turn would keep

the dummy gages nearly at the same temperature as the active gages

and thereby provide temperature compensation. Temperature changes

were further guarded against by working sponge rubber into all

openings at the ends of the mechanical shields and sealing all

Joints between the halves of the shields with masking tape as

shown in Plate II. A piece of rubber from an inner tube was then

cut to fit and v.-rapped over the shields and fastened vfith wire at

the ends,

Metal shields (No. 3, Plates II & V) v/ere constructed to

cover the strain gage locations to: (1) provide the gages with

protection from mechanical dame-ge, (2) aid in keeping all of the

gages at the sajne temperature, and (3) to provide the gages v^lth

additional moisture protection.

All of the gages were given coatings of Oerece Microcrystal-

llne Wax according to directions to seal out moisture.

The leads from each dummy gage and from the four-gage active

unit were made long enough to extend out of the shields (Plate II);

for the following reasons?

1, The shields did not have to be removed to permit attaching

the leads to each other and to the r>ickup cable leading

to the amplifier.



EXPLANATION OF PLATS V

Ga{ro installation on right supnortlng
Unit viewed from tho lift aldo. The viirmn

leadlnf: to the laft are for tho draft ia«a-

tir^ants and the wires on the ripht are
from tho vertical gaga installation aa
shown. Tha triple wlra connoction io the
oomnon point in tha bridge between ths two
loads froTTi ono <3nd of ths ootiva gage unit
and one leod from the dumny s^GS. The
singlo lacd is the other end of the dummy
gage end ths two leads connectad together
are froia the othor or^ of the two arms of
th« active rrnre unit.

Tho components are numbered as follo'^sr

1. Plate on which the dunmy t^e^9»
are mounted.

2. Th3 removable cable lifting aad
supporting link,

3. Shields for all of the gages.

4. The right tool-bar supporting link.
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2, An active gage unit and a dummy gage unit could be used

from each beam to form a brldga circuit that measured

total draft v;lthout removing the shield or making sol-

der connections.

3, The chances for short circuits vere minimized since the

terminals wez»e all outside thereby preventing excessive

congestion under the shields.

When the gages are connected as shown in Fig. 4 to form a

Wheatstone bridge the strain on the beam due to draft can be mea-

sured. The measured strain is in effect a draft measurement up

to the elastic limit if the calibration factor is known.

If the draft and velocity of the beams are known the power

requirement of the complete tlll-planter can be obtained by the

following formula:

H.P. = F X V
33,000

where: F = Draft in pounds

V = Velocity in feet per minute

The average draft was obtained by using a planimeter to mea-

sure the area in terms of square Inches included betvreen the draft

curve and the neutral axis along the chnrt paper from the point at

which the test started to where it was completed. I'he length of

the above area was measured in terms of Inches. The measured area

was divided by the test length to obtain the average pen deflection

in inches. This value was multiplied by the number of chart lines

per inch to obtain the average deflection in terms of lines. To

obtain attenuator lines the average deflection in chart lines was
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multipllod by the attenuator settlnp. Total draft In terms of

pounds was obtained by multiplying the attenuator lines by the

calibration factor found to be 89.686 pounds per attenuator line

when the beams v/ere calibrated simultaneously.

The velocity was obtained by dividing the test length in

feet by the time required for the test in minutes.

Method for Measuring the Tractor Axle Horsepower
Required by the Till-Planter

A measurement of the power transmitted through one of the

rear axles should be one-half of the total pov;er transmitted to

the rear wheels since a conventional differential equally divides

the torque between the axles. Therefore, two CR-1 Baldv/in Lima

strain gage rosettes were mounted on the right rear axle of the

tractor. They were placed approximately midway between the axle

housing and the wheel hub and diametrically opposite on the axles.

Each rosette was orientated so that each strain gage element would

be aligned on a principal strain axis.

Accurate orientation and cementing of the strain gage rosettes

on the axle was accomplished by a specially constructed template

made of paper gasket material. Alignment lines for orientation

of the rosettes and lines showing the rosette outlines vrere laid

out on a atrip of material six inches wide and of a length equal

to the circumference of the axle. The material that was enclosed

by the outline of the rosettes was removed to permit cementing of

the gages to the axle with the template in place. Pressure was
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applied to the newly cemented rosettes by wrapping a strip of

sponge rubber around the axle and than wrapping v/lth cardboard

and string to retain the pressure.

The four Individual elements of the rosettes were connected

as shovm by Fig. 5 to form a Wheatstons bridge circuit. This per-

mitted the measurement of the principal strain while cancelling

out the effects of bending stresses and temperature changes as

pointed out In the review of literature.

Since the V/heatstone brldr'^e circuit was on the axle, a method

of transferring the rotating circuit Into a stationary circuit was

needed. This was accomplished by using a mercury bath collector

similar to the one mentioned In the review of literature. This

collector had four Individual cells to accommodate the four leads

from the bridge. Each of the four leads terminated at a brass

disk where It was soldered to the disk. The disks were glued to

a plastic sheath which was slipped over the copper tube shaft.

The disks rotate In a pool of mercury and the circuits are com-

pleted to the outside terminals by copper rings that encircle the

Inside of each cell.

The collector Is No. 14 In Plate VI. A removable shield was

constnjcted to provide the gage rosettes v^lth mechanical pro-

tection. These gages were also waterproofed by an application of

Cerece Mlcrocrystalllne Wax. Special plexlglas disks were con-

structed and cemented to the plastic covered collector shaft. An

AN connector was fastened to these disks to provide a connection

betv/een the leads from the bridge to the collector to facilitate
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Fig. 5. Schematic wiring diagram of the bridge
circuit utilized in measuring axle torque
with Rn

,
R_, R , and Ri, located as shown

in Fig. 1.^ 5 ^
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removal. Friction tape vras wrapped onto those disks to allow

for non-alignment and to dampen vibration. The above Is shovm

In Plate VI.

Since the bridge circuit was designed to measure only the

principal strain resulting from torque, the measured strain Is a

measurement of torque up to the elastic limit of the shaft metal

If the calibration factor Is known.

If the axle torque and rpm are Icnovm, horsepo-vrer being trans-

mitted can be obtained by the following formula:

H.P. - T X n
5,252

where: T = Foot-pounds of torque

n - Revolutions per minute

Electrical revolution counters as shown in Plate VI, No. 15,

were attached to the end of each axle to measure the rear v/heel

revolutions. The DOint in the counters made contact ten times

per revolution of th3 counter shaft. Therefore the number of

counts ss recorded on the counter recorders had to be divided by

ten to obtain the wheel revolutions. Axle rpm (n) was then ob-

tained by dividing the axle revolutions, by the time required per

test as recorded on a stop watch. The average torque for each

test was obtained in the same manner as the average draft was ob-

tained.

Method for Measurin^r the Vertical Com-oonent
of the Soil Reaction on the Till-Planter

The strain gages used to measure the vertical component of the
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Boll ro?,ctlon on th*j tlll-r>lantor v«r9 tjrp© C5-1 gaRM Mf*! ttwiy

v«i<o ttountod to the TertloaX neotions of tha oonnootlng links in

th» SMM mmsr as th»7 w#i>« aouRt«d on tho horizontal sootions.

TM0 is ahxnm in Plato V. th» ««>portlnr' links (No. 5, net® V)

WW ooiiitnMt«d from stsnlard 3l5#7 stock. The clroultxy ond

gsgs location with rsspsot to ths ^mm' oross^ssction is ^hovn

in fig. 4,

Fores VsrsuG Strain CBlibratlon of ths Till»It«i*|«r
tmpportln^ Links

Sseh of tha till-plantor supporting links wsra rsooved froo

ths st^orting linkoi^o end plaosd in a tsnsilo testing MahiiM

for 05llbrntlon, ttmh link was osllbx^t^d Individually hy stib-

jQoting it to eoflQirssBivd loading that vas appliad at a uniforn

rats* A Brash tlniTorsal Aapllflsr aaS p«i»otor raoordsr v»ra

wsd to oiBplify nnd record tho eienal frois ths gagss* As ths loaA

was appXisd ths chnrt papsr was asx^sd for 500 pound inoroaionts

up to 6000 pounds. Ttm sans proosdiaps was follov/ad in unloadlag

ths lin':. Thros such oalilxrationa ware run on saeh aotiva gc^
unit for seoh of ths oupportinB links, Thr«s duB«y gagas wars ra»

IpdLrad to ooarpleta ths bridge for thoas individual oftlibp«tioaa«

Sinos ths &etlV9 gaga units that had ooanon loaatioos on

both links waro to ooapriss ono bridfF?> for th^ fisld tssts, both

linlMi waro th^n inssrtod in tha tasting maohlna snf oollhmt«d si-

multaneously following ths sasa proaadurs as for tho Qincio oali*

tapstlons. Tho eolilsratlon oonstant obtainod In this niigm
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chacked with tha pravlously obtainod value ^:hlch was 11,15 at-

tenuator lines for each 500 pound Increment of load per beam.

This Is eqiJlvalant to 44,863 pounds draft per link per attenuator

line or 89.686 pounds total draft per attenuator line.

The calibration constant obtained for the gage units for

measiiring vertical forces was 12,50 attenuator lines per 500 pound

load per link v;hlch is equivalent to 40.00 pounds per link per sat-

tenuator line or 80.00 pounds total per attenuator line. Tha

singular and simultaneous calibration values agreed.

For the field tests, two Brush amplifiers. Model BL-520, and

a Brush four channel penmotor recorder, Model 247, were used. One

amplifier and channel were used to record the total draft and

another amplifier and channel were used to record the total verti-

cal soil reaction on the tlll-planter. A third amplifier and chan-

nel were required to record the rear axle torque of the tractor

during tests.

For the above mentioned calibrations and field tests, the

amplifiers were balanced and calibrated according to Instructions

provided by the manufacturer. The calibration constant (Kc) for

the gage Installations on the supporting links could be obtained

from the following formula provided?

Kc « „ R
SN Fm(Rc + R)

where: Kc - calibration point In attenuator lines,
S « sensitivity in strain per attenuator line,
N - number of active gages.
R » resistance of each strain gage.
Rc = the calibration rosistance (390,000 ohms),
Fra « gage factor of strain gage.
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Any aensltlvlty can be assumed, but for metters of convenience

one micro-Inch per Inch strain per ch^rt line was chosen as sug-

gested. This sensitivity Is for an attenuator setting of one;

when the attenuator setting Is changed, the sensitivity changes

to the same value as the attenuator setting In terras of micro-

Inches per Inch of strain per chert line.

Both Wheatstone bridge circuits from the supporting links

had the following constants:

R = 500 ohms
N = 2

Fm = 3.20

With the above constants substituted Into the equation Kc

was found to be 200.3. Therefore v;lth the calibrate switch enr

gaged the pen deflection In terms of chart lines times the at-

tenuator setting should always be equal to 200.3. Since an at-

tenuator setting of "lO" was used for calibration, a pen deflec-
!

tlon of 20.03 chart lines was required.

The leads from the strain gages were attached as shovrn in

Plate VII to form a remote bridge circuit one-half of which was

on each supporting link. This plate also shows how the signal

from each half of the bridge was carried to the amplifier by a

single four-wire shielded cable. This method was used for both

the vertical and the horizontal gage Installations.

Strain-Torque Calibration of Tractor Axle

The setup for making the strain versus torque calibration on



EXPLAMTICK OP -PLATHl VII

Schematic wiring diagram of the
reraote brldga half of which is located
on each beam and the means by v?hich the
signals were carried to the amplifier
with one shielded cable. Plane inter-
secting points of intersection of vrires

Indicate soldered connections while
intersections having a little circle
dravm around them indicate mechanical
connecting means. The gages are denoted
in the same manner as those were in Pig.
4, The lovrer case letters refer to the
wire colors used which vrere red, green,
black, white, and yellov;. This schematic
refers to both the vertical and the hori-
zontal gage installations on the sup-
porting links.
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PLATS VII

Amplifier Input Box

T3 C
<u o

o
CD

red

Left Beam
white

Right Beam
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the of tho Pamsll 5^0 Dlesol tractor Is shot^ by Plato VIH,

Two 6U8.2 steel channel section beams were used to construct the

l«ver. The booa waa then bolted to the Inner aide of the right

tractor wheel on a line that Intersected the centsr-llne of the

asde. Tho boan waa extended forward tfith respect to the tractor

so thst torque ootild be applied to the axle in the saoo direction

aa it would be under nornicl conditions

,

At a distance of eleven feet froin the contor-llno of the

trrsctor axlo a aaall rod was welded on to the bottom odge of tho

hosffli thereby sinrulating a knlfo odgo and permitting concentration

of the force applied at that point Igr a hydraulic Jacir. The trac-

tor waa Jsckad up so that the right rear wheel would clear tho

floor. Blocking ^?as inserted iinder tho left tlra to preyont tho

tractor fron; rolling nnd to raise it enough to compensate for tho

Jackinc of tho left wheel, Tho front end of the tractor was then

raised i/ith a hydraulic floor hoist until tho front tiros wero

about one foot from the floort After balancing the soalo in this

position tho right bralco was loolcod and the load was applied in

100 pound inoroEants by lowering the front ©nd with the hydraulic

hoist. The hydraulic Jack supporting the 9tA of the bosiB on tho

soalo was only used to o<wpo«8ato for the ali£(:ht lo^rerln^ of tho

Boale platform as the load increased. This made it poaoible to

keep the loadinf, boein level at all times which in turn insur'^d its

offectiva length to remain constant.

Loads from tho collector wore extondod to a third amplifier

and rocorder channel to record the axle bridge output. Tho
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amplifier was balanced and calibrated in the saine manner as it

was for the beam cellbration. The values for calculating the

calibration constant which differed were as follo-;;s:

Pro » 3.29 (gage factor)
N - 4 (number of active ga^os

)

From the above value the calibration factor Is found to be

97.30 attenuator lines. Therefore the aaplifiar should be cali-

brated to give an oscillograph pen deflection of 19.46 chart

lines for an attenuator setting of "5".

After the proper balancing and calibration procedure had

been carried out, repeated mans v;ere made to determine tho re-

lationship between torque and strain. For tho loading described

above and limited to 5OO pounds on the eleven foot lever ann it

was found that each 1100 foot-pounds of torque increased the de-

flection 154 attenuator lines which is equivalent to 154 micro-

inches per inch strain. An attenuator setting of "20" was used

for these tests.

Therefore the torque-strain relationship was found to be

1100 foot-pounds torque per 154 micro-inches per inch or 7.15

foot-pounds of torque per micro-inch per inch strain.

Installation of Equipment Reouired for Testing

, . .-

The equipment required for running the field tests was

mounted on the tractor rather than on a separate test vehicle for

the following reasons: less equipment and personnel required,

more nobility, closer contact between the instrunent and tractor

operators, end the greater possibility of the instrument operator
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being aware of the reason or reasons for abnormalities in a given

test.

The instrument carrier vras relocated and altered as shown in

Pig. 6. The new location had the following advantages over the

previous ones

1. Improves stability "by adding some weight in front of

the axle.

2. Provides a smoother ride for the instruments,

3. Adds less to the bulk of the tractor.

4. Improves communications between the tractor and instru-

ment operator since they are facing each other.

5. Permits the instrument operator to observe the operation

of the till-planter.

No significant disadvantages vrere observed during field

testing except for the reduction in the tractor operator's visi-

bility. Another possible disadvantage would be stray signal

interference if a spark ignition type tractor were used instead

of the diesel. Engine vibration did not present any problems

partially due perhaps to the one-quarter inch plywood strips which

were inserted between the tractor frame and the attaching brackets

of the instrument carrier.

The plyl^rood cabinet was altered to accommodate the third am-

plifier while keeping it in a convenient location. The v/heel-

revolutlon counter recorders and the counter control switch were

also relocated for convenience. Each instrument was supported by

a plywood platform containing recesses for the instnunent • s rubber
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supporting gouraets. These platforras v/ere further cushioned by

supporting them in the vertical and horizontal directions with

foan rubber.

To prevent 60-cycle alternating signals from being picked

up the pickup cable shields had to be grounded to the amplifiers

and to the element on vihich the gages were mounted at the pickup

end. In the case of the axle it was grounded to the steel support

for the collector.

The top amplifier was used to take the strain from the hori-

zontally located active gage unit and one dummy gage for both

supporting links. The second amplifier was employed to do the

same for the vertical gage installations. The bottom amplifier

was employed to amplify the strain signal from the bridge mounted

on the right rear axle.

The power for the amplifying and recording instruments used

was supplied by a 120 volt, 500-700 watt, alternating current,

engine driven generator. It was mounted on a simple frame which

was constructed specifically for mounting to the tractor frame on

the right side of the engine as shown in Plate IX. This location

permitted the amplifiers and oscillograph to be plugged in di-

rectly to the outlets of the generator if their cords were passed

through under the fuel tank. No signal pickup from it was observed.

Field Testing Procedure

1. The testing area at each location was chosen where the
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land hsd little or no slop© and was uniform In both

directions if slope existed.

Six stakes v;era driven at the edge of the test area to

define three 100- foot test lengtlM with approximately

40-foot intervals between the test lengths. Six ad-

ditional stakes were driven on a line approximately per-

pendicular to the first row and about 20 feet to one

Bide of gach stake.

A trial run was made to make depth adjustments by means

of the adjustable depth quadrant stop on the tractor.

The supporting linkages h?d previously been adjusted so

that the juppar sweep blades vrere horizontal when operating

at a depth of two Inches or slightly more. The fast

hitch leveling crank had also been adjusted so that both

sweeps units were operating at the same der>th.

Three replications v;era made for each testing speed and

tests v.'ere made at six speed ranges for each test series.

Where the power requirement was low enough additional

tests were run in each range of fourth gear. At tv/o lo-

cations the power requirement test series were run both

with and without the three ten-inch sweeps. The large

upper s eeps as modified by Clark (1959) were used for

all tests. All of the tests were made in the ssjno di-

rection and down the slope if a slope existed.

The following data v,-ere recorded for each test:

a. The horizontal strain and the vertical strain in the
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tlll-planter supporting links is'are recorded on the

first and second channels of the oscillograph re-

spectively. The strain due to torque on the right

rear axle was recorded on the third channel of the

oscillograph. All three amplifiers were calibrated

in the manner previously described. The beginning

and end of each test was marked on the chart paper by

depressing one calibrate 8v;itch as the two stakes at

the beginning and end of each test length lined up

visually for the tractor operator.

b. The time taken for each test was recorded on a stop

watch v/hich v:as started and stopped as the two strikes

at the beginning and end lined up visually for the

tractor operator. The tractor operator signaled with

his hand siin^iltaneously with stertlng and stopping the

stop watch.

c. The instrxraent operator turned the switch for the

wheel revolution counters on simultaneously v/ith de-

pressing the calibrate switch at the instant he saw

the tractor operator signaling and starting the stop

watch. The wheel counter svfitch and calibrate button

v;ere again turned off and depressed respectively at

the hand signal from the tractor operator vrhlch si-

multaneously denoted the end of the test and stopping

of the stop v;atch. Therefore, the counter recorders
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Indicated the wheel revolutions turned by each wheel

for each test.

Some power requirement tests were made at each location with

the till-planter raised to determine the pov/er required to roll

the tractor ct a few different speeds and for the various soil

conditions.

Results of Field Tests

Descriptions of Soils at Testinp; Sites . It was desired to

nm tests on three different soil types, but of the three testing

sites available there were only two different soil classes. The

third location was used anyway because it was felt that other

variables present such as moisture content mifrht prove to be sig-

nificant.

The soil was sampled at a fev; different locations for each

test area and Table 1 contains the averages for each location of

the particle size analysis, liquid and plas:tic limit, moisture per-

centage, and bulk density tests run on each sample.

Table 1. Summary of soil test results from the three te st sites.

Site :

Soil
Class

%
: Clay

%
: Silt

%
: Sand :

Plastic
Limit

Uquid
: Limit :

%
Moisture

Bulk
Density

: v/9t Dry

A
Silt
Loam 20.8 61.5 17.7 31.84 40.35 29.16 1.65 1.27

B
Sandy
Loam 4.5 30.3 65.2 23.70 17.30 13.18 1.59 1.40

C
Silt
Loam 16.4 62.2 21.4 24.34 29.45 22.64 1.73 1.41
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The bulk density measureraents v/ere run In the field by means

of the sand and core method. All tests were run on representative

samplee of soil from the surface to a depth of eight inches. The

particle size analysis tests were made by the hydrometer method.

The clay, silt, and sand percentages are based on the U. S. Bureau

of Soils System in ^vhlch clay is defined as percentage of particles

smaller thsn two microns, and silt is defined as percentage of

particles in the range of ,002 to .05 millimeters in diameter.

The povrer requirement measurements vvere road© during October

and November of 1959. Tillage that had been done on the test

Bites previous to testing varied,

A small grain crop had been removed from site A the summer

immediately preceding the tests. It had been movred a few times

after harvest to keep the weeds down and at the time of testing

It was covered with fox- tail grass as shown in Pig. T.

A wheat crop had been harvested from site 3 the summer im-

mediately preceding the tests and it was imrcedlately plov^ed and

disked. There was some volunteer wheat and weeds grov/ing on It

at the time of the tests.

A sorghum crop had been harvested from site a f«w weeks

before the tests were run. This soil probably was compacted some

since the soil was moist when it was being field chopped and

hauled off the field with trucks. The tests v.-ere run In the di-

rection of the rows with the large sweeps operating between the

sorghum stubble rows.

Testing Data Oalculatlons . Data were taken as previously



Fig. 7. The draft tests at site A showing
the grassy cover, the condition
in which the soil is left, and the
space left between individual test
runs to prevent the traction tires
from running over the soil a
second time.
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Pig. 8. The till-planter shown at operating depth
for draft tests at site C with the sorghmn
stubble visible In the background.
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outlined and oelculatlonfi war© Bade for tha following!

!• ATers£© rpn? and percent slip of tha roar tractor wheels.

2. Avorac© torque belnfr transmitted by the rlp-ht rear axle*

3. The averafre horsepower beinc transmitted by both axlea

(aade H. P,).

4. The horoepower as Maaured above mlnue the horsapovar

lost to slip (cvailsbls H. P.).

5. tb.9 total average draft of the entire till-plantor

(tlll-plant3r R. P. ).

6. Tho velocity in tenss of feat per nlnute end miles per

hour.

7. The averag-e horseno-ver conswraed by the till-plantar.

8. The total average vertical component of the soil re-

action on the till-plantf?r.

The average torque, rpn;, horsepov/er transnitted by the axle,

till-plantar draft, averafre vertical soil reaction, and velocity

for each tost were as outlined In the orevioua sections on methods

.

The percent slip ^^es calculated for each test from a form of

the followlne percent slip forcmlat

/ Advene® per wheel Advance per wfaaal
Percant slip i revolution v/ith no oull - revolution ^.'Ith pull

^

y /idvance per v/heel revolution with no pull

Rapaated tests showed that the wheels nada 6,7 revolutions

while traveling the 100-foot test length without any load which

resultad in the following: formula?

Percent slip •
|

l4.9g - lOOAfheel revolutions when T7ullinfr
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The average horsepower consuned by slippage vas found for

each test by multiplying the axle horsepower by the percent slip.

The axle horsepower refers to the avera^re horsepower beln^r trans-

BJltted through both axles and it Is obtained by doubling the cal-

culated value of the average horsepower transmitted by the right

axle. This Is possible because of reasons raentloned previously.

The difference between the axle horsepov-er and the horsepower lost

to slippage will be referred to as the available horsepower,
|

The difference betv;een the available axle horsepower and the

tlll-plantf^r horsepower could only have been absorbed by the

rolling resistance of the tractor.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show axle, available axle, and till-

planter horsepower versus velocity for the test sites A, B, and C

respectively. The three snjall sv/eeps were mounted on the tlll-

planter at site C but were removed for the tests at sites A and B

from which the curves in Fig. 9 and 10 were plotted. Tests were

also run at site A with the small sweeps mounted, but clogging v;as

a problem end a limited number of complete tests vrere i»un free of

clogging. Figure 12 Is a plot of the items mentioned above for

these tests which were run at site A with the sweeps mounted.

Some rather v;ide variations are shovm on the curves end these

were due to the dynamic nature of the soil and perhaps slight

variations in operating depth. The relationship between horse-

power and velocity appeared to be linear. This would be expected

since neither the draft of the tillage units nor the axle torque

appeared to increase with velocity. More will be included con-

cerning this later.
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Linear regression statistical methods could be applied to

determine the slope of the respective curves and to locate them

since a linear relationship v/as assumed for horsepower versus

velocity. The sample regression equation of Y on X is written as

follows

:

T - y - b(X - x)

n

n

where: n » number of tests
b " sample regression coefficient

The sample regression coefficient is the slope of the line.

The procedure for finding the regression coefficient is as

follows

:

b- ^
x2

^xy = ^ XY - ^ X ^ Y
n

n

Regression formulae in the form: Y « a + bX vxere developed

by the Experiment Station Statistical Laboratory for the total

axle horsepower, available horsepower, and till-planter horsepov/er

for each of the four sets of data. In this equation the variables

are Y and X. The various horsepowers are represented by Y and

the velocity in feet per minute is represented by X. The curve is

located by a in the formula end b is the slope of the curve. The

regression formula may be used to predict a value of Y for any
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given value of X and the Y value obtained by substituting In a

value of X is an average value.

Variance formulae were not developed for all the tests be-

cause the expected ranges determined from them \iere so wide that

they had little meaning.

The regression formulae obtained are listed In Table 2.

Statistical correlations were run for the four sets of data to

determine whether the draft and the vertical forces measured might

be functions of the velocity. With one exception the tests re-

sulted in probabilities of over 10 percent for both the draft

and vertical force, indicating from a statistlcel standpoint

that they are interdependent functions.

Table 2. Sample regression formulae obtained for axle, available
axle, and tillage unit horsepower versus velocity in
feet per minute.

Number of
Site ; Soil : Horsepower

Silt-Loam Axle 31 HP 9 1.432 ^ ,0845 V
Available Axle 31 HP 0,033 4 .0832 V
Tlll-Planter 29 HP 0.752 4 .0624 V

A* Silt-Loam Axle 12 HP 1.737 .1006 V
Available Axle 12 HP S 1.462 + .0927 V

B
Tlll-Planter 12 HP « 4.542* .0575 V

Sandy-Loam Axle 23 HP S 5.739 * .0922 V
Available Axle 23 HP 3.276 + .0838 V
Tlll-Planter 23 HP as 1.734 * .0676 V

Silt-Loam Axle 25 HP m 1.500 * .1314 V
Available Axle 25 HP s 0.769 .1139 V
Tlll-Planter 25 HP n 0.190 + .0970 V

* The three small, extra center-cutting sv;eer)s were mounted
during these tests.

The one exception was for the vertical force measurement data

tested against velocity for the 25 field tests run. The probabi-

lity in this case was between the .05 and the ,02 level, which
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denotes significance, but on the basis of all the tests. It

would appear that tha draft and the vertical soil force acting on

the tillage unit are not functions of velocity.

Figure 13 Indicates the dynamic nature of the draft, vertical

force and torque for a 100-foot test section on a site which was

selected on the basis of Its uniform appearance. The depth and

speed were essentially constant for this test section which nieans

that the soli Itself must be responsible for the wide variation

shown. The constants relating the deflection of the pen trace to

the force or torque measured at any given point has been discussed

previously In the section on calibration. It has not previously

been mentioned that the instruments were balanced and the pen

zeroed on some base line after the planter was at operating depth

and at rest. Therefore the forces measured were merely the ad-

ditional soil load experienced by the till-planter during operation.

The curves for Figures 9, 10, and 11 are summarized in Fig.

14. The axle horsepov/er Increased more rapidly for the silt-loam

soil at 22.6 percent moisture (Site C) than for the tests run at

the other location which was also a silt-loam but at 29.2 percent

moisture. This is not as expected and must be due to a more packed

condition which is indicated by the wet bulk density readings

which show it to be much heavier. The only other variable would

be the soil cover which could Influence the location of a curve

but not its slope. It should be remembered that the small sweeps

were mounted for the tests at site C but one would be hesitant to

attribute the greater slope to their presence when the principal
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units are essentially large sweeps. The same increased slope

for the total and available axle horsepov.'ers from Fig. 12, xvhich

also has the extra sweeps mounted, are noted when compared to

Fig, 9.

The initial axle horsepov:er for the dryer silt-loam and for

the sandy- loam were nearly equal.

As mentioned before the difference between the available axle

horsepower and the till-plantar horsepower is equal to the rolling

resistance and the curves indicate the expected trend, namely,

lower initially and increasing at a slower rate for the more com-

pact soils. The curves bear this out. The rollinf: resistance

for site B, however, might have been expected to be lower than

for the sandy-loam and probably would have been had it not been

for the high moisture percentage and the mulch covering- of the

silt-loam soil at site A which would tend to permit the tires to

penetrate more than for a bare, dry silt-loam soil.

The regression curves for axle horsepower as detennined by

Clark (1959) show a minimum rate of increase of 11 horsepower per

mile per hour and a maximum rate of increase of 14 horsepov/er per

mile per hour. The rate of increase of the axle horsepov;er for

the redesigned till-planter as determined from Fig. 14 has a

minimrtim of 7.5 and a maximum of 11,5 horsepower per mile per hour.

The initial minimum and maximum axle horsepowers required for the

original till-planter were 21 and 28 as compared to 16 and 24.6

axle horsepower that was required for the redesigned till-planter,

both being taken at two miles per hour.
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The povar lost due to slippage wets also coiDparad at tv;o

mllas per hour and It ranged from 2 to 6 horsepower for the

original planter as compared to 1.2 to 3,8 horsepower for the

redesigned plantar.

The rolling resistance cannot be compared because the dif-

ference between the available axle horsepower and the tillage

unit horsepower as measured bj Clark Included the horsepower con-

sumed by the planter units, the rolling coulters, and the rolling

resistance of the tractor.

The above comparisons Indicate that the slippage povrer loss

waa decreased. This should have been true since the total tlll-

planter weight (1500 pounds) now Is mounted entirely on the rear

end of the tractor. The traction wheels also run on the soil

loosened by the outer edge of the tillage units before altera-

tions ware made.

If rolling resistance comparisons could have been made they

should alBO be favorable since the total v.'elght of tho till**

planter was decreased approximately 1000 pounds and all of this

added loed came off the front wheels. Duo to their smaller dia-

meter they will require more draft.

The total weight of the tractor and mounted planter as

tested (Plate IX) was 9000 pounds wlilch Included all Instruments,

two operators, a 76-pound front end weight, and four 72-r>ound

wheel v;elghts added to the right vmacl to help compensate for

Instrument carrier mounted on the left side. Tlie left rear tire

had supported 170 pounds more than did the right one. When the
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plantar was In raised positlorif 80 Darcent of the total vrelght

was supported by the rear tires. The tractor used did not have

any liquid in the tires as did the one thst was used last year.

The total average downward vertical force transmitted to

the tractor from the plantar varied from 3OO pounds to nearly

1500 pounds, which in turn transferred weight from the front to

the rear of the tractor.

CROP PLANTim SXPISRIMENTS

Till-Planter, Lister, and Plov/ Plant Methods of Planting
Corn Compared at the Belleville Sxperimant Station.

This experiment was conducted in 1959 at the Belleville Ex-

periment Station which is located in North Central Kansas, This

experiment was started in 1958. The soil on the plot area was a

silty clay loam. The previous crop grown v/as grain sorghxim viith

little crop residue remaining. However, there was a thick stand

of weeds over much of the area.

The plots were four and six rows wide depending on the lo-

cation and 300 feat long. Nine plots were laid out so that these

replications could be made for each test. The plots v/ithin each

replication were designated randomly. The following planting

methods were used in each replication;

1. Till-Planting

2. Listing > .

3. Plow-PIanting
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The tillage history of the plots prior to planting included

plovdng and disking for the listed plots, plowing, disking, and

plowing again for the plow-planted plots, and no previous tillage

for the till-plantad.

All plots v;ere planted June 3, 1959. The lister plots \:ere

planted with a conventional lister and the plow-planted plots

were planted v/ith a top planter mounted to a tractor and the

planting was done outside the wheeltracks.

Fertilizer was applied at the rate of 43 pounds of nitrogen

per acre. The front boxes on the till-planter were used to ap-

ply the fertilizer.

Since the direction of the plots had been switched from

north and south to east and west, the till-planting had to be

done over untouched ridgea. This necessitated going deep enough

with the upper sweeps to cut off the weeds between the ridges

and left thick chunks of dirt cut from the ridges as the upper

sweeps cut through then;. It rained that night and many of the

weeds in these displaced masses of dirt continued to grow.
'

SOM field stoppage was caused by the center optional svfeap

shank mounted too close to the drawbar, but this was eliminated

by moving it a few inches further back when the planter was re-

turned to the laboratory.

The till-planted and listed plots crusted some hurting the

stand considerably, especially so for the listed plots.

One cultivation was given each plot and it was difficult to

do without a disk hiller of some kind for the till-planted.
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The center two rov/s of corn were harvested for the full

lengths of the rows and the yield was adjusted to a lA percent

moisture basis since the com was very moist v;hen harvested.

The following data were recorded for each sub-plot:

1. A stalk count.

2. Plants lodged.

3. Total pounds of corn including that dropped or lodged.

Table 3. Summary of means obtained from the three replications
for each planting method.

Com Yield
Planting Method : Total Stalks t Lod??ed Stalks » (bu,/acre)

Tin-Plant 4880 236O 21.10

Plow-Plant 8420 4520 29,10

List 2920 965 20.86

The Experimental Station Statistical Laboratory performed a

complete statistical analysis on the data. An analysis of vari-

ance was run for total yields and for lodged stalks per acre.

The sources of variation in each of the above analyses were the

planting method, replications, and plot error.

The F test was employed to determine vrhether or not the

variance was significant for each source; cut-off was set at the

five percent level. F is a value ejqjressed by the following re-

lationship: Variance of source . ^ts determination
Overall biXnerimant Variance

with regard to significance is obtained from an P distribution

table.
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In the analysis of the dropped and lodged corn, the planting

method v/as significant and the replications were not significant

at the five percent level. The replications having the highest

amoimt of lodging were the blocks on either edge and this pro-

bably was due to a vrindstonn.

The highest average yield was for the plow-plant method and

this was significant at the one percent level.

The F test has shovm that differences due to planting methods

exist but it did not show how large the differences had to be to

be significant. Least Significant Differences or LSD*s were

computed by the Experimental Station Statistical Laboratory to

compare the individual overall means of the broken and lodged

stalks and the total corn yields. The LSD for the planting method

with respect to yield was 3«59 bushels per acre.

The only difference occ\irring in the overall means of the

corn yields was that of the plow-planted corn. The dropped and

lodged com was significantly lower for the till-planted corn as

compared to the plow-planted and also for the listed as compared

to the till-planted. Prom the wide ranges of total stalks per

acre it would appear that differences in the broken and lodged

corn might have been due to an increased plant population as well

as to the planting method, but statistical analysis of this was

not made.
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Till-Plantar, Plow-Planter, and Lister ^-Isthods of
Planting" Corn Compared at the Courtland

Irrigation Experimental Field

The Courtland Irrigation Experimental Field is located in

the same vicinity as the Belleville Experimental Station, The

soil was a silty-clay soil also but it appeared to be somewhat

lighter in texture. The previous crop grown was corn on the five

north replications which bordered each other and were six rovm

wide and 100 feet long. It had been disked in the fall after

harvest and a very heavy crop residue remained. The four south

replications were situated two wide and bordering at the end.

They in turn bordered the south end of the two east replications

of the north block of five. The south block of four replications

had soybeans on it the previous year and had been disked after

harvest in the fall. V/eeds were present and v;ere 8 to 10 inches

high on the south block. Very few weeds were present on the

north block at planting time due to stalk mulch. The south re-

plications were four rows wide and 225 feet long.

Nine replications were made in all for the three planting

methods and the plots were randomized v/ithln replications.

No prior tillage, other than that already mentioned, was

performed on the listed or till-planter plots. The plow-planter

plots were plovred only several ho^irs before planting.

The plots were c-11 planted on June 9, 1959. The planters

were all set to deliver as near to 17,000 kernals of com per

acre as was possible. The listing and plow-planting were done
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with commsrcially available equipment. Thirty pounds of 33.5

percent nitrate was applied to the till-planter plots vrlth a

grain drill prior to planting, A deep application of 70 more

pounds of the same was applied during the planting operation with

the till-planter. The plov/-planter and lister plots had a hun-

dred pounds of 33.5 percent nitrate applied before planting with

no additional amounts being applied during the planting operation.

The germination appeared about the same for the till-planted

and plow-planted plots but was noticeably poorer for the listed

plots. The till-planted corn was more uniform than either the

other plots but v/ould average slightly shorter than the plow-

planted. There wei^ noticeably less weeds in the till-planted

than in the listed or plow-planted. Figure 15 is a sample shot

taken July 16, 1959, showing the corn stubble mulch, cloddy sur-

face condition, and weed emergence to date in a till-planted plot.

Figure 16 shows a sample shot of the plow-pianted plot bordering

the till-planted plot shown in Fig. 15,

The first and only cultivation was performed after these

pictures v;ere taken but on the same day. No weed control

spraying applications were made. Weed control was satisfactory

In the plow-planted and till-planted plots, but it was inadequate

for the listed plots particularly in the south block of J)lots.

Furrowing for irrigation was performed late in July and in

turn the first application was late. Three applications v;ere

made for a total of about 12 inches of water.
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Fig. 15. Weed emergence, soil condition, and surface mulch
for the tlll-planted corn at the Courtland Irri-
gation Experimental Field.
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Fig. 16. Weed emergence, soil condition, and surface mulch
for the plow-planted corn at the Courtland Irri-
gation Experimental Field.
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The two 09nt3r rovrs were harvested from each plot for a dis-

tance of 65,3 feet thus amounting to one-hundredth of an acre.

The length harvested was located approximately at the center of

the row with respect to the plot lengths. A stalk count of the

total stalks, lodged stalks and stalks broken below the ear v/as

taken prior to harvesting the plots. A stimnjary of the mean values

obtained for the three planting methods is sho\m by Table 4.

Table 4, Summery of the harvesting data from the irrigated com
plots at the Courtlsnd Irrigation Sxperimental Field.

Lodged and Broken Total Yield
Planting Method j Stalks per Acre » Stalks per Acre : Bu./Acre

Tlll-Plant 10,978 3011 77.5

Plow-Plant 12,089 ' 4578 75.8

Ust 8,333 978 61.4

The same statistical analysis was made on this data as for

the previous exoeriment. An anelysls of variance was performed

for the lodged and broken stalks per acre and for the total

yields. The sources of variation for each of the analyses v;ere

planting methods, replication, and error.

The F test was used for the determination of the significances

of the difference with the five percent level as the cut-off

point. Both the planting method and replication differences were

found to be insignificant for yields but it v/as very close to

significance between listed and the tlll-planted as shovm by a

difference of 16.1 bushels per acre from the table and an LSD of
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16.66. The F test shovred that the lodged and broken stalk dif-

ferences for plantlnr methods were lower for the listed plots.

It was significant at the one-half oarcent level. The lower

lodging and breaking rate for the listed plots might have been

due to the lower stand which would have offered less resistajice

to a windstorm which hit that locality before the corn was har-

vested.

Till-Planter, Plow-Planter, Lister, and Surface-Planter
Planting Methods Compared on Grain Sorghum at the

Belleville Experimental Station

Three replications of the four planting methods were laid

out on a nearly flat location. The soil was a silty-clay type.

The previous crop v;as sorghum and little residue remained.

The plots v.ere four rows wide and 243 feet long. Randomi-

zation was used to designate the plots within each replication

for the Planting methods.

The listed and till-planted plots had no previous till^ige.

The plow-planted plots were plowed prior to planting and the sur-

face planted plots were disked., duckfooted, and disked before

they were planted. All of the plots were planted June 9, 1959.

It was attempted to obtain a seed spacing of 2.75 inches for each

method.

The plots were again planted at right angles to the old

ridges vfhich created the same problem mentioned for the com plots

at this location. As a result the weed control vms not
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satlsfoctory for the tlll-planted Dlots riosslbly because no dlsk-

hillers or other means of cultlvatin^r nrulch-planted crops v;ere

available. Conventional shovel-tjrpe cultivators cannot handle

the surface residue satiofactorlly and this was tha only culti-

vator available. All the idiots received the same number of cul-

tivations. Fertilizer v/as applied to all the plots at the rate

of 180 pounds of 33 percent ammonlian nitrate per acre or 60 pounds

of nitrogen per acre.

The plots were visited July l6, 1959. There was little

height difference but the surface-planted sorghum was slightly

bigger. Both the surface-planted and the plow-planted plots had

good stands and color. The till-plantsd plots had a stand su-

perior to the listed plots "but more uneven. Due to the above

mentioned reason the till-planted plots vrere the most weedy.

The center tvro rows were harvested for their full length by

a combine. The overall means of the plant populations and yields

for the four replications are shovm in Table 5.

Table 5. Summary of the harvesting data at the Belleville
Experiment Station.

Overall Mean Overall Mean
Planting Method : Plant Population ; Yield in Bu./Acre

Till-Plant 25,430 38.7

Surface-Plant 33,750 47.1

Plow-Plant 25,880 50.

6

List 17,950 50.3
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A statistical analysis of variance was a^aln psrfonoed for

plant populations and yields. The sources of variation were

planting method, replications, and error.

The P test shov.^ed no slFnificance for either planting

methods or replications for both the plant populations end yields.

The Least Sip-nlficant Difference was found to be 13.66

bushels per acre. From Table 5 it can be seen that the major

difference occurring was between the till-planted and the plow-

planted plots. This overall mean difference is 11.9 bushels per

acre which lacks about 1.8 bushels per acre of being significant.

Tlll-Plantlng, Surface-PIant inp;, and Wheel Track Planting
Methods Compared on Grain Sorghum at the
Kansas State University Agronomy Farm

The Kansas State University Agronomy Farm is located about

one mile north of the campus. Plots vrere laid out to provide for

three treatments replicated eight times at this testing site. The

plots were 20 feet by 145 feet. The planting methods were rando-

mized v.'ithin each replication.

The surface-planted plots v^ere plowed April 15, 1959, disked

twice and harrowed prior to planting. The v^heel track planted

plots v;^ere plowed a few hours prior to planting and planted in

the tractor wheel tracks v/ith a three-row planter. The till-

planter plots had no previous tillage. All of the planting v/as

done June 12, 1959, and the weeds v/ere about two feat high over

ouch of the area. The ground was ver^r hard, dry, and cracked.
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This provided a good test for the till-planter* s penetrating

ability. No difficulty v;as experienced in getting the planter

to operate at the desired depth. Difficulty was experienced,

however, In preventing the snjall center sweeps mounted on the

CTiltlvator shanks from tripping. A few of the shanks were bent

also. The shanks v^ere not designed to operate under primary

tillage conditions. This resulted in weeds being left between

the rows. They were later reinforced.

The seedbed was quite cloddy but a nearly perfect stand was

obtained in it. Excessive skips were evident in surface-planted

plots. This was probably due to more pronounced crusting and

washing resulting from a 1.5 inch rain occurring on June 21, 1959.

The plots vrere rotary hoed on July 11, 1959, and it was evident

that the tlll-planted plots vrere growing faster than the other

plots.

All of the plots were hoed by hand on August 21, 1959. It

was reported by the Individuals who hoed them that the tlll-

planted plots were the mellowest, that is, the surface was loose'

and uncracked while other plots, primarily the wheel track planted

plots were sealed over with a hard crust and some large cracks

were appearing at this time. At this time the surface-planted

plots v/ere \:ell behind the latter.

With respect to the weedlness it was reported that the weeds

in the tlll-planted plots vrere hardest to remove but once removed,

these plots required no noticeable hoeing over conventional or

wheel track planting methods.
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The following fertilizer applications were made: 200 pounds

of ammoniuni nitrate per acre applied prior to any tillage, and 58
i

pounds of 11-48-0 was applied at planting time.

The plots were all thinned so the plant population should

have been constant. The center two rows were harvested over

their total length with a combine. A summary of the mean values

obtained from this harvesting data is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Summary of the harvesting data from the sorghum plots
at the Kansas State University Agronomy Farm.

Planting Method : Overall Mean Yield in Bu./Acre

Till-PIant 41.30

Surface-Plant 46 . 98

Wheel Track Plant 35.80

The F test shov/ed significance for the replication at the

five percent level and for the planting method at the one percent

level. Therefore these tests show the surface-planting method to

be superior and the v/heel-track planting method the least de-

sirable. This is on the basis of yield alone since no manpower

and horsepower hours per acre differences were considered.

Double Cropping with the Till-Planter

Double cropping is done to some extent in Kansas, especially

when the moisture conditions are favorable or where irrigation is
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used. Since tlll-planting Is a once-over operation it lends

itself nicely to this practice due to the importance of time.

The redesigned till-planter was used at the Ashland Agronomy

Farm during the siimmer of 1959 to plant about two acres of soy-

beans in wheat stubble. Stoppage occurred due to the loose

condition of the sandy-loain soil which permitted the rolling

coulters to push the straw into the soil without cutting it.

Since the rolling coulters had no depth adjustment the entire

plantar was run deeper resulting in leaving less residue on the

surface than was desired.

Plate X shows the soil condition after planting and after

emergence of the soybeans. The soybeans were planted July 9,

1959, and Fig. 2 (Plate X) was taken July 22, 1959. A nearly

perfect stand was obtained but a month of drought conditions fol-

lowed planting which inhibited the growth.

The soybeans v/era cultivated August 10, 1959, and again the

last of August largely to control the volunteer wheat rather than

the weeds.

The soybeans were last inspected October 9, 1959, The

droTJight damage was evident and they were only 12-14 inches high

at this time. They v.'ere set on v;ell and were beginning to mature

at this time. No yield data was taken however.



EXPLANATION OP PLATS X

Fig. 1. The seedbed and surface
condition of till-
r)lanted Boyteans In
wheat stu'oble.

Pig. 2, The stand and soil cover
thirteen days after
planting.

»
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PLATE X

Pig. 2
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SUGG33TI0NS FOR FURTHER WORK

Several changes and additions should be made to the re-

designed till-planter to improve its performance. The rolling

coulter should have added depth adjustment and the depth gage

x-rheels could be removed since they are not needed to maintain a

unifora depth. One or two rotary hoe vrheels should be mounted

on each side of the front end of the planter runners x^ith the

tops leaning outward permitting the bottoms of the wheels to

break the clods in the center of the furrow left by the tillage

units. They should be made easily removable since they are only

needed under dry, hard soil conditions. V/hen the soil is vary

moist they pick up soil causing field stoppage and should be re-

movable since they are not needed under these conditions any way.

Kuch could also be gained by designing the till-planter for

mounting on a three point hitch system. This v/ould solve the

trash problem and make it a more universal machine. The cable

connecting brackets would be the only thing which would have to

be custom made for the different tractors. The same tool-bar

could be used and merely make similar angle clamps for the tool-

bar or weld three vertical steel plates onto the tool-bar at the

standard spacinp for the three pin-connected hitching links. No

pitch adjustment for the sweeps would be needed since this is in-

corporated in nearly all three point hitching systems. If the

lower hitching pins vrere mounted on steel plates clamped onto the

tool-bar an Interesting study could be made to determine what
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effect the spacing of these hitching points had on the trailing

characteristics of a tillage tool of this nature under various

conditions.

The writer had the problams worked out for mounting the tlll-

planter on a three point hitch and would have done so had a

tractor been available.

The trash problem could be eliminated for the present hitching

system by cutting link 6 (Plates I and II) and the drawbar off at

the horizontal v/eld location between the two fastening bolts

shown In these plates. The lower portions of the drawbar and

links vrould be discarded. The upper portions of links 6 would be

welded to the left and right drav/bar hitching components and a

horizontal member would be welded between them at the point where

the upper fastening bolt Is presently located in each link.

Vertical expanding links mounted between this horizontal member

and the tool- bar v/ould provide pitch adjustment. Link 5 (Plate II)

would then be cut off Just below the point where It Is connected

to link 6 by means of a bolt. Link 7 would be eliminated on

both connecting linkages and the trash guards (No. 8, Plate l)

would no longer be neaded since point 9 (Plate I) vrould be lower

than any portion of the mounting linkages. These changes would

provide adequate trash clearance and simplify the design while

sacrificing a drawbar.

Further work should be done In connection with the high power

requirements by Investigating possible tillage unit design changes

which would not sacrifice initial weed control and seedbed pre-

paration.
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Additional v,'ork could be done in an atteroDt to determine

the reasons for the v/ide variations in the vertical forces acting

on the till-planter. These variations might be decreased by

using the original upper sweeps in place of the modified ones

used for this work.

The crop experiments should be continued for at least a few

more years with more planting methods included. The man-hours

and approximate horsepower-hours should be recorded for each

planting method since this would give an indication of the econo-

mics of the till-planter as compared to other planting methods.

Work should also be done to develop satisfactory cultivating

equipment for mulch planted crops in order to preserve the pro-

tective soil cover and still control weeds and grass.

Studies should also be made to determine v;ater run-off and

soil erosion for the various planting methods and their long-term

benefits if any.

SUMMART

The till-planter was redesigned, constructed, and field

tested. The initial field test indicated that it would maintain

a uniform denth, penetrate easily, and produce an adequate seed-

bed.

The first plots were of corn planted at the Belleville Ex-

perimental Station at rif^ht angles to the previous ridges. In

spite of the up-and-down motion of the front end of the tractor
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the planter remained on an even plane showing that It possessed

adequate flexibility. Some plugging occurred between the center

sweep shsnk and the drawbar. This was eliminated v/hen the

planter was returned to the campus by moving the shank four inches

to the rear. The sweeDS* spring release broke back frequently

and created another problem which was remedied. Mead control v/as

poor due to the large masses displaced v?lth small weeds attached

by the sweeps from the old ridge. Some crusting occurred on the

till-planted and more on the lister and neither method provided a

satlsfsctory stand.

The Courtland corn plots were then planted and no difficulty

was experienced. G-ood stands were obtained for both the till-

planted and plow-planted plots but it was poor for the listed

plots. The till-planted corn had fewer weeds than for any other

method.

The redesigned tlll-planter was tried in a five year old

stand of Irrigated alfalfa which was sbout l4 Inches high. The

small sweeps were removed due to the weak cultivator trip and

shank. The same tractor that was used for a similar trial last

year did not exhibit excessive slippage or lack of power in

second gear with the sweep blades operating level and two Inches

deep. A year ago it was found that the svreeps would not penetrate

adequately and that sufficient traction or power was not available

In low gear.

After moving back to the Belleville Station, the grain

sorghum plots were planted with the same procedure as for the corn
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but no stoppare occurred. The surface-planted sorghum v/as

slightly ahead of the other plots. The till-planted plots had

a stand superior to the listed plots but more uneven.

SorghuE plots were planted on the Kansas State University

Agronomy Farm June 12, 1959, along with surface-planting and

wheel track planting. The ground was very hard and dry a^d af-

forded a good test for the till-planter* s penetrating ability,

but no difficulty was experienced. The only difficulty was the

tripping and bending of the cultivator shanks v;hich supported the

three small sweeps. This accounted for skipping some of the

weeds which it normally undercuts.

The plot-Dlant method of planting" com was found to have a

significantly higher yield at the Belleville Station.

The till-planted plots of corn at the Courtland Irrigation

Field had the highest average yield but it lacked about 0.5 bu-

shels per acre of being significant.

No significance was evident for the Belleville sorghum plots

but the surface-plant was the highest at the Kansas State Univer-

sity Agronomy Farm and it was significant for the planting method

at the one oercent level.

Tlll-planter power requirement tests were conducted at three

locations which included tv'o silt-loam soils and one sandy-loam

soil. The axle, available axle, and till-planter horsepower

were determined at various speeds at each location.

Since the relationship betv/een horsepower end velocity ap-

peared to be linear, linear regression statistical methods were
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used to locate the power velocity curves. By comparing the

curves obtained for the redesigned till-planter 'Adth those ob-

tained by Clark for the original till-planter, it was found

that the newly designed version produced axle horsepower curves

having a mininixOT rata of increase of 7.5 to a maximuir rate of

increase of 11.5 horsepower per mile per hour as compared to a

minimum rate of increase of 11 and a maximum rate of increase of

14 horsepower per mile per hour for the original design.

The power lost to slippage was also compared st two miles

per hour and it ranged from 2 to 6 horsepower for the original

planter as compared to 1.2 to 3.8 horsepoiver for the redesigned

planter.

The overall average percent of wheel slippage for the tests

run with the original planter was 13«3 percent and it was 9,2

percent for the redesigned planter.

The statistical analysis of the vertical forces measured in-

dicated that they were independent of velocity.

The additional advantages of the redesigned till-planter

over the original are as follows:

1. Much simpler to mount and dismount on the tractor.

2. Batter penetration of the tillage units,

3. More uniform depth control.

4. Greater simplicity with reference to the two extra
hydraulic lifting cylinders on the original planter.

5. Better weight distribution resulting in less wheel
slippage and easier handling.

6. Better weed control.
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The major dlscdvantagas noted were:

1. Trash problems under some conditions.

2. Inadequate seedbed under dry, hard soil conditions.

3. Inadequate supporting shanks for the three extra
sweeps.

i
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The purpose of this work was to redesign the tlll-planter

In an attempt to liDtjrove Its performance and to detennlne what

effect the redesign had on th© pov/er requirements. The work

Clark started on crop response as affected by planting methods

was also continued.

After studying the problems connected \\'lth the operation of

the tlll-planter, a rear mounting of It seemed to be the solution.

A suitable connecting and supporting linkage was arrived at by

graphical analysis. The various components of the linkage v/ero

then constructed and the tlll-planter was mounted on the tractor.

After an Initial field trial v/hlch proved the new design satis-

factory, the tlll-planter was used to plant test plots for de-

termining the effects of various planting methods on crop response

at four different locations. The planting methods Included tlll-

plantlng, conventional surface-planting, listing, plow-planting,

and wheel track plantInr.

The various plantings were made In randomized test blocks

that were replicated three to nine times depending on th© space

available.

All the plots at the various locations received th© same

treatment with respect to fertilizer rates applied and culti-

vation.

Differences in plant growth were noted during the early part

of the growing season but disappeared after the corn tasselled

out. At the Kansas State University Agronomy Farm sorghum plots
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the regular planted matured first follovred by the tlll-planted,

and then the wheel track planted.

Weed control was poorest for the tlll-planted T)lots at the

Belleville Station but seemed to be the best at the Courtland

Field and compared favorably at the local sites.

Statistical analyses of the yields shov/ed the greater yield

for the plow-planted corn at the Belleville Station to be signi-

ficant at the five percent level. The yield differences at the

Courtland Station were not significant and this was also true

for the sorghum plots at the Belleville Field. The overall moan

yields vrere highest for the surface-planted sorghum at the Man-

hattan site and they were followed by the tlll-planted and wheel

track planted. These differences for the planting methods were

Blgnlfleant at the one percent level.

The till-planter was used in a wheat-soybean double cropping

system to determine the potential of the till-planter in this

area.

Field stoppage due to inadequate cutting of the straw by

the rolling coulters was encountered. This could be eliminated

by providing for greater depth adjustment for the rolling coulters

and sharpening the coulter blades. A good stand was obtained but

a drought period follox^ed planting and yield data was not taken.

Strain gages were utilized in performing pov;er requirement

tests for the till-planter with the necessary instriimentation

mounted on the tractor. SR-4 strain gages were attached to the

tool-bar supporting links and to the right rear axle to measure
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the total soil reaction on the tlll-planter and the total axle

torque respectively. A mercury bath collector v/as used to trans~

fer the rotating circuit on the axle into a stationary circuit.

Brush analyzing equipment was used to amplify and record

the signals from the three strain gage ^'Hieatstone bridges.

Electrical wheel counters vrero utilized to facilitate the wheel

rpm and slip calculations for the rear wheels.

The supporting links were calibrated in a tensile testing

machine and the axle was calibrated by applying known forces in

equal increments on a specially constructed 11 foot level fas-

tened to the tractor wheel.

Field tests were run at three locations which included two

silt-loam soils and a sandy-loam soil.

Horsepower versus velocity plottings were made for the horse-

power delivered to the rear wheels, the horsepower delivered to

the rear vrheels minus the horsepower lost to slippage and the

tlll-planter horsepower for each location.

Statistical methods were used to locate the curves and to

determine their slope since the relationship between the required

horsepower and velocity appeared to be linear. Statistical cor-

relations were run for the four sets of data to determine v;hether

the draft and the vertical forces measured could possibly be

functions of the velocity. With one exception, the tests re-

sulted in probabilities of over 10 percent for both the draft and

vertical force, indicating from a statistical standpoint that

they are interdependent functions.



Some major advantages of the redesigned tlll-planter In

comparison to the original machine are:

1. Much simpler to mount and dismount on the tractor

2. Better penetration of the tillage units.

3. More uniform depth control.

4. Greater simplicity with reference to the two extra
hydraulic lifting cylinders on the original planter,

5. Better weight distribution resulting in less wheel
slippage and easier handling.

6. Better weed control. • .

The major disadvantages noted were:

1. Trash problems under some conditions.

2. Inadequate seedbed under dry, hard soil conditions.

3. Inadequate supporting ahanks for the three extra
sweeps

.


